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				Powering Smart Decisions in the Financial Services Industry

BAI is a mission-driven non-profit organization that provides training, research, thought leadership and connection opportunities to financial services leaders.




How Organizations Are Implementing Compliance Policies and Training

BAI provides compliance training and solutions designed for financial services organizations to help reduce organizational risks, improve compliance efficiencies and provide key information.
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Learn About the BAI Policy Manager

Learn More About Compliance and Training



How Organizations Exceed Expectations

BAI provides benchmarking resources to help you better understand your organization’s relative performance. Tailor your preferred reports and leverage the insights to make data-driven decisions with confidence.
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Learn More About Benchmarking

Download an Overview







How Leaders Better Understand Key Issues
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BAI Executive Report

Evolution of Banking Branches

Certainly, generations of seasoned customers who favor in-person banking tend to poll higher when it comes to traditional branch use, as the infographic in this edition shows. But a key takeaway is how often Millennials and Gen Z transact. Period. They engage with their financial services provider at roughly three times the number of monthly interactions of older generations.

Sure, they favor digital options, but when they need a high-touch experience, they often turn to a branch.

With that data intelligence comes many opportunities to get it right with a demographic whose financial future should reside with your institution.


Download the Executive Report

View all Reports




BAI Deep Dive

A Practical Approach to AI

Different forms of AI have been around for many years in the financial services industry, but the landscape is rapidly changing with generative AI technology.

The upcoming BAI Deep Dive: A practical approach to AI provides a series of thought leadership pieces covering the latest trends, real-world examples and helpful tools to support you in shaping and evolving not only your departmental AI approach, but also your overall AI strategy.


Register Now
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Always Moving Forward: How BAI Helps You Build a Stronger Future


Leaders and employees are faced with hundreds of decisions every day. Making smarter decisions is how you better serve your customers and communities. Driving positive change is how you prepare for the future.




At BAI, we provide forward-thinking knowledge and information about the industry as a whole to help you prepare for what’s next.

Unbiased. Forward-thinking. Always evolving. Our only agenda is helping you make smarter decisions.


Learn More About Our Mission




Careers at BAI: Help Shape The Future of Financial Services

If you want to do meaningful work in an organization that both sees and shapes the future of the financial services industry, check out careers at BAI. We’d love for you to be a part of what’s next!

What do we offer?

	BAI Workflex which includes hybrid and remote working models
	Generous vacation/personal time programs
	Tuition reimbursement
	Collaborative, team-oriented environment
	Comprehensive insurance coverage
	401(k) with company match



Explore Careers at BAI
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EXECUTIVE ROUNDTABLES



Where Change is Met Head-On 



Meet, connect, and learn from your peers in the industry. Our exclusive BAI Executive Roundtables provide a forum to openly discuss the latest trends and issues, so you can address the critical challenges facing the industry today.


Learn More About Roundtables




More Ways to Get Involved With BAI



Join the BAI Community

BAI Membership supports the BAI mission and helps drive positive change in the financial services industry. Join us to help move the industry forward.
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Learn More About the Membership


BAI Global Innovation Awards

The BAI Global Innovation Awards is the financial services industry’s leading innovation honor, celebrating organizations that positively improved customer relationships, fostered organizational changes and served their communities.
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See How to Participate in the Awards
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Receive industry thought leadership and the latest BAI news and updates. Subscribe Today ›
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